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elle2929 5 months ago

We, humans are not important. We just think we are. This planet and all the life on it would
be a lot better off if we were not on it.

Reply · 55 in reply to seraph101 (Show the comment)

Nicolette3103 3 months ago

The only thing superior about humans is our capacity for evil

Reply · 33 

Why humans are NOT top of th
by dreamingofavalon
221 views

…

Sign in now to post a comment!

James Karaginis 8 hours ago

Mysti Meadows, you've got it down pat!

Reply ·

Mysti Meadows 2 days ago

A very powerful message which means only this. Be good. Do good. Be kind. Do that which
is kind to others OR do the opposite. Your decision.

Reply ·
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"The Superior human?" (March 2012) is the first documentary to
systematically challenge the common human belief that humans
are superior to other life forms. The documentary reveals the
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africanchina1 1 week ago

Well said. Excellent.

Reply · in reply to Alexander Stuve (Show the comment)

KindlingKatalyst 1 week ago

That's easy. Other organisms do not deplete what sustains them. If they do, their population
crashes. We have artificially extended the carrying capacity of the land (to support US only)
in a way no other species has. I personally believe we're still headed for a crash, but with
how much starvation there is already, maybe we're already "crashing."

Also, we've created a host of chemicals that have never occurred in nature. That's happened
before, a few kinds, but there are literally thousands.

Reply · in reply to Soixante68 (Show the comment)

Alexander Stuve 3 weeks ago

I don't think the proper reaction to this film is to take a view opposite of human superiority, but
rather, to recognize that ALL value assertions regarding life are fallacious. Plus, if you
thought anthropocentricism was hostile to life, imagine the devaluing of life in general that
would be warranted under it's opposite. The goal of Black liberation isn't to kill whitey.
Similarly, the goal here is not to reverse a fallacy, but to raise new subjectivity outside of it.
You're welcome.

Reply · 2 in reply to elle2929 (Show the comment)

ElBashaTay 3 weeks ago

Well Said

Reply · in reply to Nicolette3103 (Show the comment)

O5O1B0L 4 weeks ago

Is it possible to get this with spanish/italian or at least english subtitles?

Reply ·

iamlost2 1 month ago

lol

Reply · in reply to ross2503 (Show the comment)

pebbles92able 1 month ago

Very anthropocentric you are... what exactly makes you think that if an asteroid hits this
planet we can survive, we can't do everything but in fact cause more harm to the
environment than any animal specie has.. You do realize our planet is one of the smallest in
the Milky Way alone. I hope you don't think we own the whole galaxy as well, that's a joke,
seriously. According to the galaxy we are just as equal as any life form on this tiny planet we
dwell in.

Reply · in reply to Ardit Gavani (Show the comment)

Tarek Shamikh 1 month ago

0:09:22 monkey chilling, monkey cool.

Reply ·

CantWeedThis 1 month ago

All species are equally fundamentally fail.

Reply ·

Tana Tanaki 1 month ago

Just leave a human and a cat in the wildernis and see who will survive the best and you have
the answer.

Reply ·

ross2503 1 month ago

You only have to read some of the comments on YouTube to know that termites are more
intelligent!

Reply · 3 

seawarrior13 1 month ago

That's a pretty ignorant comment. All animals have language. If you want to use dogs as an
example, wagging their tale means they are happy/excited. Putting their tail under their legs
mean they are scared. Ears perked up means they are alert. If they are moving towards you
with their head low and looking down, they are telling you they are submissive and mean no
harm. I can go on and on about their language and those examples are just some of the most
well know ones.

Reply · in reply to Marcus Richter (Show the comment)
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Yazz SY 1 month ago

Give it a chance... '' The rights of animals have been broken for years and ages! Sedated!
They’re reared in cages! They’re bred for mere replacements! Their lives are woven through
these pages. Cries are broken! While their minds are hoping that our violent probing stops!
I’m approaching! YOU! with my conscience open! hoping I provoke your mind! Unlock the
vault that holds inside, the hope to promote their lives! I need you..'' Yazz - If You Could Hear
Me watch?v=wfdzVclWKw4
Reply ·

CanadaSteamBuff 1 month ago

Recent experiments with bottle nose dolphins using 2 way mirrors have shown they are self
aware.

Reply ·

Alejandro Prieto 1 month ago

Experiments with mirrors and over sofisticated and unnecessary to prove that animals are
self aware.

Reply · in reply to CanadaSteamBuff (Show the comment)

CanadaSteamBuff 1 month ago

The "superior" human is doing a fabulous job of endangering this planet's future and doing
little to prevent the inevitable potential disaster.

Reply ·

olmoscd 2 months ago

lol--implying your mind is not "shaped"? Yeah--you're completely unbiased and have figured
everything you "know" out on your own, uninfluenced by your parents or culture.

Reply · in reply to Hstone115 (Show the comment)

Eliza Kitty 2 months ago

"Are dogs' balls the real answer to whether or not other lifesforms can think and feel?" xD

Reply ·

Eliza Kitty 2 months ago

Dogs can learn *thousands* of human words. We fail to recognise the simplest of
communication from them.

Reply · in reply to PostMortemor (Show the comment)

deanmullen10 2 months ago

This is a great film! I don't think intelligence or anything that we humans have make us any
more morally valuable. I mean, morality should be defined by capacity to suffer and nothing
else. But I still feel it simply can't be denied that there is something special (not morally but
intellectually) about humans. I mean I'm not saying this in any form of supremacist way bt
humans have achieved in knowing things, building things and going to places that no other
species has, but I still loved this!

Reply ·

Soixante68 2 months ago

Claiming that the planet would be a lot better off without humans implies that there is
something special about humans. It draws a fundamental distinction between humans (bad)
and the rest of life on Earth (good). If humans aren't special, then they cannot be "bad",
because they are just a component of nature. If they can be "bad", the you have to explain
how this non-natural separation occurred, which is quite difficult if you adhere to the theory of
evolution.

Reply · in reply to elle2929 (Show the comment)

Hstone115 2 months ago

Your mind has been shaped. That doesn't mean mine has to be. It is called individualism.
Ever heard of it?

Reply · in reply to elle2929 (Show the comment)

Marcus Richter 2 months ago

I don't think dogs have a vocabulary.

But humans can well interpret how dogs are feeling/what they want etc.

Reply · in reply to PostMortemor (Show the comment)

Eliza Kitty 2 months ago

Dogs are fully capable of understanding a vocal vocabulary, when tought, just like people.
But among themselves, they don't even need to. They can communcate perfectly well without
an extensive learned language.

Reply · in reply to Marcus Richter (Show the comment)
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alphakristjan 2 months ago

There is no being...nothing that could ever have the "Right" to judge if something is important
or not. Is an abstract human construct just as morals and ethics.

Reply · in reply to elle2929 (Show the comment)

ajunaleigh 3 months ago

@RickCostel :) love ur comment

Reply ·

ajunaleigh 3 months ago

@elle2929 I love u

Reply ·

d beemer 3 months ago

I detect a note of sarcasm here.

Reply ·

reza fahlevi 3 months ago

superman.....

Reply ·

Bob Belford 3 months ago

Kaminoneh, human property is a theory created in your head. Animals include every sentiate
species except our own. We are not superior to non-human animals, we simply control and
abuse them for food, clothing, experiments and our entertainment. We abuse every species
except our own because we are a selfish species, We are selfish naturally, just as most
species of non-human animals are. But I believe that we've gone a long way. We've have
given human slaves liberation, it's time... EVOLVE!

Reply ·

kaminoneh bhoot 3 months ago

are you fucking stupid? animals should be considered property because they are not
humans? you fucking idiot, HUMANS ARE ANIMALS!

Reply · 4 in reply to TheEdoardoro (Show the comment)

Nicolette3103 3 months ago

The only thing superior about humans is our capacity for evil

Reply · 33 

vile pitchers 3 months ago

Also, i feel as though we are stunted by technology as crazy as it sounds. Because we need
all these things to survive, we have created things from the exploitation of our land. Imagine
humans without a plane, without the internet. We could be more spiritual, cars make us lazy
and slow, planes make us never try to achieve natural flight, phones stop us trying telepathy,
electricity stunts us from using the suns energy, internet is great but it stops us from
experiencing the real world

Reply · 3 

vile pitchers 3 months ago

This is a great documentary, it gets better as it goes along! I still feel that it needs to go into
more depth about the interdependance between living things. Its a great starting point, i'd like
to see one on how we can adopt other species characteristics or how humanity would be
without technology - would we progress further without tools, gain telepathy, ability to fly?
Some of our planes,cars, phones, language are they good as evolutionary, or do they stunt
our intelligence and potential?

Reply · 2 

Lacey Wallace 3 months ago

Religion is no different..it is just as arrogant..People put everything in box including the notion
of god.

Reply · 3 in reply to StumpyHead79 (Show the comment)

Lacey Wallace 3 months ago

Animals feeling pain is common sense..I accidentley step on my cat's foot and he
yells..duh..These people are retarded.

Reply · 6 

GOLDENFLYWARRIOR 3 months ago

NERVOUS SYSTEM.......IF CONNECTED TO BRAIN, THEY ARE FEELING PAIN.

Reply · in reply to Lacey Wallace (Show the comment)
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kissfan7 4 months ago

Should make a note that other primates are just as good at warfare and genocide as homo
sapiens. This documentary seems to be suggesting otherwise at the beginning. I agree with
the larger sentiment of the film, but to say only humans spend a lot on "defense" is
inaccurate.

Reply ·

asktheanswer424 4 months ago

omfg... the peaceful healthy whole way,of magical law is to only attack the true chastity
shaman with chastity shamanism! miracles of the Yahudim! but there is no true chastity
shaman, therefore we attack none... this is the the law of magic, this is the philosophic
scientific,natural, psychological, and magical truth, this is the essence of the Kabbalah

Reply ·

Ardit Gavani 4 months ago

You cant say intelligence its equal to ex a better ability to see. Humans with their ability
(intelligence) can reach all the other abilities even become better at them. The ability of our
humans can make us survive in different and more hostile environments. We can pass
almost every threat we face. If tomorrow a asteroid threatens our survival we are the only one
who can do something about it BECAUSE OF INTELLIGENCE who is the best ability a
specie can have.Anyone disagrees? i don't think so...

Reply ·

StumpyHead79 4 months ago

I agree completely! We're barely out of the caves comparatively speaking. physics/scientific
'theories' can barely account for 5% of the 'known/observable' universe, yet we (they) talk like
they know it all... The arrogance infuriates me! 

Reply · 2 in reply to EllenRebecca3 (Show the comment)

xnellyxs1 4 months ago

Descartes was a twisted fuck rationalizing his sadistic preferences disproving something that
was common sense for normal people.

Reply ·

Tethloach1 4 months ago

the capitalist view is that everything is property even people that is why people rent out their
labor to corporations.

Reply · in reply to seraph101 (Show the comment)

Sivels 4 months ago

Animals can't reason... but then again so can't most humans (better is to say they're capable
of it).

Reply ·

mr1001nights 4 months ago

I made a 1min trailer of the documentary /watch?v=Ph92FV57SvI

Reply ·

Charles Crummer 4 months ago

Yes, "dominion over the earth?" Like it or not, the "image" God created us in isn't completely
God-like but it's close enough that we are capable of destroying that world. I guess that's
dominion. There's some responsibility that goes with that "dominion." Maybe that's why we
have been given the ability to reason and the ability to b*******t… and the wisdom to tell the
difference… and the ability to choose one over the other. It looks like now we prefer the taste
of BS. Exp't over!

Reply · in reply to littlemissmargariita (Show the comment)

Charles Crummer 4 months ago

One of the things that humans bring to the table of survival is the ability to reason. Lately, at
least in the US, there has been an evolution towards preferring rhetoric. As if convincing a lot
of people of something makes it true. (Witness the Global Warming discussion.) Socrates
and Plato had a problem with Cicero and Gorgias on this point. In the face of the complete
failure of the Randian nonsense, it still is very influential. Maybe this means we humans are
on the way out.

Reply ·

cwzialor 4 months ago

animals are property that's why you can by them. Humans are cruel enough to do what ever
they want with there bug brains.

Reply ·
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gifteconomy12 4 months ago

Only A GIFT ECONOMY can save us :

-PLANT free-wiki-trees, wiki-veges...= FREE food= first step toward LIBERTY, ABUNDANCE
that Nature has designed for us

-use & create FREE STUFF (=gifts) at all levels = best weapon against profit based system
that destroy us

-SHARE & GIFT as much you can

google/youtube: GUERRILLA PLANTING, GIFT ECONOMY

Reply ·

Gerry Hiles 4 months ago

Strangely I too live in Australia.

Partly on account of this, I have lived with many other species ... dogs, cats, sheep, cattle,
pigs and various birds; thus it is merely common sense to me that there is NO fundamental
difference between ourselves and other species; except that we lack ALL natural survival
attributes and solely depend on artificial means to survive.

We are born naked and helpless for at least 16 years. Think on that!

Reply ·

Gerry Hiles 4 months ago

Rene Descartes should be forgiven, because he was brought up to believe that the
soul/mind, was something separate from the body, according to Catholic doctrine. BUT he
examined himself and realized that "I am", "I exist" ... as a feeling/emotional being. (Read his
Meditations.)

Before Descartes even our own species was denied an intrisic soul/self by the PTB, though
Socrates/Plato had described "the soul" two millenia before.

Descartes should be viewed as the re-genisis of ancient wisdom.

Reply ·

Gerry Hiles 4 months ago

David Hume: "If it was not for our passions and emotions, we could not have any idea of a
substance."

If neither our species, nor any other, did not FEEL hunger and therefore attribute various
substances as having the quality of 'food' - from grass to rump steak - all species would be
dead.

David Hume also reckoned that unless a paradox is involved, a subject is probably not worth
considering.

Reply ·

MrWeedWacky 5 months ago

I just love the sarchastic tone and choice of words in this movie, this I will treasure and share
with many.

Reply · 3 

Andrew Raphael Lukasik 5 months ago

"lies that stay with us and errors that we retain are the ones that have utility"

69:14 insight worth remembering.

Reply ·

Onionlike Norwegian 5 months ago

Please, tell us more about what you mean.

Reply · in reply to EllenRebecca3 (Show the comment)

Onionlike Norwegian 5 months ago

Why don't you, you lazy twat?

Reply · in reply to Ron Smith (Show the comment)

HumanaeAdAstra 5 months ago

What

Reply · in reply to TheEdoardoro (Show the comment)

Coyosso 5 months ago

why dont you kill yourself, and save us from your arrogance?

Reply · in reply to Ron Smith (Show the comment)

Chris Delcourt 5 months ago

Brilliant!Indeed,man is superior only to his own arrogant,vain and selfish eyes!
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Reply ·

Trolluser 5 months ago

"Are dogs' balls the real answer to whether or not other life forms can think or feel?" Classic!

Reply ·

elle2929 5 months ago

We, humans are not important. We just think we are. This planet and all the life on it would
be a lot better off if we were not on it.

Reply · 55 in reply to seraph101 (Show the comment)

Ron Smith 5 months ago

Why don't you kill yourself then, and make the planet better?

Reply · in reply to elle2929 (Show the comment)

elle2929 5 months ago

We as humans are not really important, we just think we are. This planet would be a lot better
off if there were no humans on it.

Reply · in reply to seraph101 (Show the comment)

elle2929 5 months ago

Some dogs can. Haven't you seen the youtube videos of dogs saying, "I love you?"

Reply · in reply to Badbexable (Show the comment)

becsta913 5 months ago

Does it mean we live the longest? No….trees can live for 500 years or more

Does it mean we are physically the strongest? No…ants can carry weight several times their
body size

Does it mean we are the only ones who make tools? No…otters use rocks as tools to break
open clams

Does it mean we are the only ones who reason? No….even mice have demonstrated the
ability to reason and make decisions

Reply · 3 

becsta913 5 months ago

WOAH-I wrote this note on facebook in Aug. 2011....did you guys read my note and get
inspired to make this film ?? or are we just on the same wave-length? Love it: Humans are
the Most ‘Intelligent’ Species…..

We often hear this as a justification for many things that humans do.

Let’s examine where this might come from. When humans say we are the ‘most intelligent’ it
refers to some hierarchy, with the human self positioning his/her own species at the top, but
what does that mean….

Reply ·

gacwalker 5 months ago

WOW i've heard of elephants painting before but it's usually splashes and just mess, but that
elephant...WOW. mind = blown!

Reply ·

Snowman10001000 5 months ago

Your comment is a great example of the sad attempts omnivores use to justify their diet. You
think by accusing vegans of being harmful to microorganisms that you have the right to
support animal testing and their consumption? The difference between you and me is that
when I lay my head down at night I don't think of the suffering and barbaric slaughters of
microorganisms. I think of the legitimate suffering of millions of chickens, pigs, cows,
primates, dogs, cats, fish; but to each their own...

Reply · 2 in reply to Geoff Gallagher (Show the comment)

AERONOOB 6 months ago

i try to be vegan, but i do understand the behaviour and habbit for i have eaten animal
products without thinking about it for over 25 years.

Reply · in reply to colinfrankdrew (Show the comment)

AERONOOB 6 months ago

you are now on the website that actually has videos on this topic. dogs and other species do
in fact come damn close. if not right on.

Reply · in reply to Badbexable (Show the comment)
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Charlemagne0815 6 months ago

as true as this is, this docu doesnt take into account that even disabled and/or retarded
humans survive, that we archived and unrivaled low infant mortality, and that we
domesticated other animals, and became apex predator with very weak jaw & upped body
muscles, no claws or spikes, no chem warfare organs, no night vision, weak hearing, nearly
nonexistent sense of smell, and mediocre eyesight. And then theres classic music,
mathemathics, the ISS or wildlife conservation.

Reply ·

Cláudia Vantacich 6 months ago

Vegan is the way!

Reply · 6 

Seka Menacerecords 6 months ago

Just don't ever complain about anything or anyone else, including rapists etc. If you won't
change your behaviour others shouldn't be expected to either and you should support
anarchism.

Reply · in reply to o1993 (Show the comment)

Seka Menacerecords 6 months ago

I am a vegetarian, because I couldn't justify eating meat. More importantly I think consistency
is the foundation of a cohesive society.

I would too hope that those involved in the documentary are vegetarians.

Reply · in reply to colinfrankdrew (Show the comment)

Robin Roarke 6 months ago

A dog does talk if you listen...when he barks, you know he wants to go out...another barks,
he wants to play....a certain bark tells you someone is in the yard, yet another tells you it is a
stranger...listen and most animals speaks in body language and smells

Reply · in reply to Aqquila89 (Show the comment)

gpokriff2 6 months ago

0:18:48 .. How do the prairie dogs have the ability to talk about speed and NOT time?
Confused...

Reply · in playlist Favorite videos

Geoff Gallagher 6 months ago

I wonder how many out-takes the narrator took before he made the comment 0:47:00....too
funny!!

Reply · 2 

Geoff Gallagher 6 months ago

The primary reason that people hold to your particular ideology is that humans are so
disconnected to the natural world. We no longer hunt for our food or witness how other
species consume one another. The fact is every time you eat a vegetable you are consuming
micro-organisms that live on the food, or does that not count because you are unable to see
them? Any way you slice it (pardon the pun) you are a meat eater. Can I suggest an excellent
book called the Vegetarian Myth by Lierre Keith.

Reply · in reply to RickCostel (Show the comment)

Aqquila89 7 months ago

Dogs understand human words because they're taught them to. If there was a dog smart
enough to teach humans, we could understand dog "words".

Reply · in reply to PostMortemor (Show the comment)

TheBtoTheOtotheB 7 months ago

Or, rather, if most humans would be WILLING to learn a dog's "words". Dogs associate our
words with something they've seen/heard/etc and seem to do it willingly to form some type of
successful communication between you and him/her. Humans do the same thing when
talking to one another. All a human would have to do is be wary of the consistencies in the
dog's barking... like when he/she barks, how he/she barks, what triggers the barking?  But
how many people actually do this? Not enough.

Reply · in reply to Aqquila89 (Show the comment)

thedingfoundation 7 months ago

Why? Why do you wonder how many of the people who made this film eat meat? Is it
because you'd feel better if you knew that other people were being hypocritical, you'd be able
to point a finger at them, expose hypocrisy, and not have to challenge your own actions at
all? I guess it would make life easier? but...... not better. If you can't justifiy eating meat to
yourself, and you admit that on youtube in front of the 68,000 people that have watched this
video, then don't.
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Reply · in reply to colinfrankdrew (Show the comment)

thedingfoundation 7 months ago

yeah, I mean we can't feel pain either right? Because we kill ourselves, drop bombs on each
other, fly into mountains and even, jesus, fall off cliffs when going for a stroll....I know lets eat
each other!!

Reply · in reply to agun17 (Show the comment)

RickCostel 7 months ago

I can't find any information about remmy daycarter???

Reply · in playlist Uploaded videos

RickCostel 7 months ago

It's the same damn word over and over... "ROAF" somethimes it's "ROAP" but it's CooKie's
universal word for everything... Everyday it's "ROAF" and I'm like "yea, tell me about it and
he's like "ROAF" and I'm like "Same shit, different day" and CooKie says "ROAF" and I'm like
"Oh yea, we haven't heard that one before" lolz!111

Reply · in reply to PostMortemor (Show the comment)

RickCostel 7 months ago

Animal rights activists are sexy.

Meat eaters are disgusting.

Reply · 5 in playlist Uploaded videos

CupofPhenol 7 months ago

 I bet you enjoy the smell of your own farts, don't you?

Reply · in reply to RickCostel (Show the comment)

Badbexable 7 months ago

Humans can imitate dog sounds, dogs can't imitate human sounds.

Reply · in reply to PostMortemor (Show the comment)

TheBtoTheOtotheB 7 months ago

A parrot can imitate a car horn. Human's can't imitate most sounds a parrot could.

Reply · in reply to Badbexable (Show the comment)

Aqquila89 7 months ago

Dogs understand human words because they're taught them to. If there was a dog smart
enough to teach humans, we could understand dog "words".

Reply · in reply to PostMortemor (Show the comment)

TheBtoTheOtotheB 7 months ago

Or, rather, if most humans would be WILLING to learn a dog's "words". Dogs associate our
words with something they've seen/heard/etc and seem to do it willingly to form some type of
successful communication between you and him/her. Humans do the same thing when
talking to one another. All a human would have to do is be wary of the consistencies in the
dog's barking... like when he/she barks, how he/she barks, what triggers the barking? But
how many people actually do this? Not enough.

Reply · in reply to Aqquila89 (Show the comment)

thedingfoundation 7 months ago

yeah, I mean we can't feel pain either right? Because we kill ourselves, drop bombs on each
other, fly into mountains and even, jesus, fall off cliffs when going for a stroll....I know lets eat
each other!!

Reply · in reply to agun17 (Show the comment)

RickCostel 7 months ago

I can't find any information about remmy daycarter???

Reply · in playlist Uploaded videos

RickCostel 7 months ago

It's the same damn word over and over... "ROAF" somethimes it's "ROAP" but it's CooKie's
universal word for everything... Everyday it's "ROAF" and I'm like "yea, tell me about it and
he's like "ROAF" and I'm like "Same shit, different day" and CooKie says "ROAF" and I'm like
"Oh yea, we haven't heard that one before" lolz!111

Reply · in reply to PostMortemor (Show the comment)

RickCostel 7 months ago

Animal rights activists are sexy.
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Meat eaters are disgusting.

Reply · 5 in playlist Uploaded videos

Badbexable 7 months ago

Humans can imitate dog sounds, dogs can't imitate human sounds.

Reply · in reply to PostMortemor (Show the comment)

colinfrankdrew 7 months ago

I'm not a vegetarian, but can't really justify eating meat. I wonder how many of the people
involved in the making of this documentary are vegetarians.

Reply ·

thedingfoundation 7 months ago

Why? Why do you wonder how many of the people who made this film eat meat? Is it
because you'd feel better if you knew that other people were being hypocritical, you'd be able
to point a finger at them, expose hypocrisy, and not have to challenge your own actions at
all? I guess it would make life easier? but...... not better. If you can't justifiy eating meat to
yourself, and you admit that on youtube in front of the 68,000 people that have watched this
video, then don't.

Reply · in reply to colinfrankdrew (Show the comment)

ThePatzPatz 7 months ago

even i can dare to say that i think we are inferior due to the fact that we can harm ourselves,
we can harm others, we destroy, we hurt ourselves we can be like a virus so
destructive...animals are not like that....are way more intelligent, peaceful,
compassionate..well...it is a no brainer

Reply ·

PostMortemor 7 months ago

Dogs can understand few human words,humans can't understand even one dog word))) Who
is more intelligent?

Reply · 28 

Gringosmasher 7 months ago

There is no doubt that many humans are arrogant and ignorant, led by megalomaniacs to do
horrible things to ourselves and our planet. However, we have captured the power of the Sun,
soon we will have the capacity to travel to the stars, and with genetic engineering and
advances in computer technology there seems no limit to what we could do. We already have
the knowledge of how to live in peace and in balance, although the masses are fooled to live
competition. Humanity just needs to wake up!

Reply ·

o1993 7 months ago

Interesting but I'll admit, this isn't going change my behavior. I know I'm a hypocrite

Reply ·

agun17 7 months ago

Yeah I mean... If they didn't feel pain why wouldn't pigs fly off cliffs chasing a chicken?

Reply · in reply to EllenRebecca3 (Show the comment)

Ashanté Shomari 7 months ago

they used to perform live experiments and dissections. They just thought their screams of
pain were a physical sound of them doing thinks like turning a knob on a machine. They
thought animals where the same as machines!

Reply · in reply to EllenRebecca3 (Show the comment)

Shane Oshea 8 months ago

Meat*

Reply · in reply to mesiah900 (Show the comment)

Shane Oshea 8 months ago

We really are not predators! We really do not need Meet!

Reply · in reply to mesiah900 (Show the comment)

Matt Moss 7 months ago

The evolutionary payoff for our digestive system shrinking and our brains growing is believed
to have happened when we became omnivorous. Preying on another animal is not the same
as animal cruelty, and we do need animal flesh for certain nutrients that would otherwise be
very hard to come by.

Reply · in reply to Shane Oshea (Show the comment)
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Andy L. 8 months ago

This is extremely educational. I wish Gary Yourofsky had more exposure but this was great.
Thanks for the post!

Reply ·

Maxander2001 8 months ago

Yes, thank you for posting. Loved it.

Reply ·

Eric Guzman 8 months ago

Thanks for posting this video. I thoroughly enjoyed watching.

Reply ·

Eric Guzman 8 months ago

i laughed so hard at 19:08

Reply ·

seraph101 8 months ago

We are not superior, we are part of a web called life and every part in this web is important.

Reply · 3 

seraph101 8 months ago

God is a man made concept, as real as santa claus. Not very...

Reply · 4 in reply to littlemissmargariita (Show the comment)

seraph101 8 months ago

We are part of the animal kingdom, not above it. We are part of a web, simple as that. And
you prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that we are far from superior to any other species.
And let's take your line of resoning a bit further. Humans that are stronger than you or have
any kind of advantage should use that to exploit you etc, that is what you are advocating.  But
you don't understand that.

Reply · in reply to pauly thequack (Show the comment)

seraph101 8 months ago

No, animals are not things and property. Are you completely fucking retarded?

Reply · 30 in reply to TheEdoardoro (Show the comment)

MrDoobious 8 months ago

If survival is the meaning of life, then our tendancy to stockpile weapons of mass destruction
is counter intuitive to the meaning of life. We are therefore inferior beings.

Also, if defence can be described as the pursuit to preserve of life, then how can we justify
WMDs as defence? Why do no countries admit to having an offensive budget? War has to
come from somewhere, no war can be started by defending oneself.

Reply ·

darthbuzz1 8 months ago

The best youtube vid i have ever seen, thanks.

Reply ·

EllenRebecca3 8 months ago

I am flabbergasted and appalled that animals feeling pain was proved as late as 1989. We
have so far to go before this is a 'modern' world, know what I mean?

Reply · 42 

EllenRebecca3 8 months ago

30:01 I am never eating fish again!!!

Reply ·

IBTMorimoto 9 months ago

Without technology = we are not top of the food chain.. its pretty much true folks, you
probably can't fend off wild life like bears,etc with just your bare hands.

Reply ·

emaraty9991 9 months ago

99.9% of all species that ever existed have gone extinct, at absolutely no fault of humans..
We probably caused the extinction of about no more than 1000 in modern times. Get your
facts straight!

Reply · in reply to john riley (Show the comment)
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snaileri 8 months ago

Wut? Are you saying that humans have cause the extinction of only ~1000 species?

Hmm, then why scientists are saying that 200 species are going extinct every day, which is
1000 times larger rate than before human industrialisation?

YOU get your facts straight.

Reply · in reply to emaraty9991 (Show the comment)

StreetMadeFilms 9 months ago

You're right! Why lets kill all humans!, disgusting creatures. Why not start with yourself if
you're feeling bold enough?

Reply · in reply to john riley (Show the comment)

Entraya Korsbakke 9 months ago

Guess what? Turns out that millions of species die, just like that. Poof, gone. Evolution dude,
cray shit. Nah, what we have managed is to act like some sort of crust-cancer, that spreads
all over the place and taking the resources, fucking with things, and just being a general pain
in the ass up here on the surface. Gotta love us humans

Reply · in reply to john riley (Show the comment)

TheEdoardoro 9 months ago

the fact is not wether we are superior or not, the fact is should animal be treathened like
humans? and the answer is NO animals must be legally considered things and wild animals
state properties

Reply ·

knackersism 9 months ago

You clearly didn't watch this video or take in any of the information it puts across.

Reply · in reply to pauly thequack (Show the comment)

musiceuphony 9 months ago

If people could just really understand this the world could be a better place.

Reply ·

theonlylolking 9 months ago

Why dont animals fight for their own rights instead of humans?

Reply · in reply to littlemissmargariita (Show the comment)

Tin Man 9 months ago

you must mean "mutualism" (a form of symbiosis) or "harmony" instead of "osmosis"

Reply · in reply to Chris Delcourt (Show the comment)

Carolina Mohringe 9 months ago

if you issolate yourself from truths such as animal cruelty you will always stay ignorant to
whats going on, what is animal cruelty is an open question however it has some nazi scenes
in it but no "animal abuse" as far as i can tell

Reply · in reply to Dookie foraday (Show the comment)

Jeycihn 9 months ago

the way we live right now, we are a destructive virus to the planet. I think we lose a few points
on the scale just because of that.

Reply · 3 

nicolamurph 9 months ago

I was wondering the same because I don't want to see that kind of thing either, but watched it
anyway and it's ok. It didn't upset me anyway. Just upsets me how arrogant and ignorant
humans are. Especially ridiculous fantasy bible-quoters.

Reply · 2 in reply to Dookie foraday (Show the comment)

pauly thequack 9 months ago

We are superior! Top of the food chain and all life will bend to our will. If you are able to read
this then you are human, we are our own gods and shall manipulate the world and its other
lesser beings to how we see fit because we simply can! Fuck the animal kingdom we can do
what ever we like. Next time you think about shedding a tear over road kill or shooting a bird,
think of this, would they be so kind to us if it was the other way round? No! So we wont

Reply ·

littlemissmargariita 9 months ago

God also answers your question over all "And God said, Let us make man in our image, after
our likeness: and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air,
and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon
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the earth." Genesis 1:26 "So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created
he him; male and female created he them." Genesis 1:27 im all for animal rights, but God is
truth

Reply ·

littlemissmargariita 9 months ago

Jesus says"Think not that I come to send peace on earth:I came not to send peace,but a
sword." Mathew 10:34 so that bit, was wrong. &while ReneDescartes was speaking "I think,
therefore I am" he's JUSTaMan; A considerd genius, but a huMAN. God in all actuality, gave
each and everyone of us a soul [even rene descartes] and life togivebacktohim "Let us hear
the conclusion of the whole matter:Fear God, and keep his commandments:for this is the
whole duty of man." Ecclesiastes 12:13

Reply ·

SwedishDustyBunny 9 months ago

flood

Reply ·

cursedswordsman 9 months ago

Elephant swag.

Reply ·

TheNessteea 9 months ago

some guy in a movie said it the best: the difference between man and beasts is that we can
kill from a distance

Reply ·

Luiz Eduardo Piá de Andrade 9 months ago

For god's sake, your ignorance about the subject couldn't be more blatant. If you have no
idea what you are talking about, please don't at all.

The only supplement a vegan needs, given he eats appropriately, in B12, only because we,
unlikely our other primate vegan relatives, do not culturally accept coprophagy, which is a
gorilla's source of B12.

Reply · 3 in reply to mesiah900 (Show the comment)

LatinoHeatMexico 9 months ago

48:00 It's Gary Yourofsky!!! :)

Reply ·

Tiffiny Wine 10 months ago

This response doesn't make sense. It's not about eating meat, it's about the immorality of
things like vivisection and industrial farming, and thinking we deserve life and painlessness
more than other animals.

Reply · in reply to mesiah900 (Show the comment)

Tiffiny Wine 10 months ago

This statement struck me ... "as soon as humans begin to think they start making mistakes".
The problem with our technology is that we rely on it, thinking that our inventions are
fail-proof. But large and small, from failing wifi that destroys your day of work to Fukushima
that destroys an entire city, we are reminded (without success of actually remembering), that
we aren't that brilliant after all. Sadly, we aren't intelligent enough to give up on the idea of
nuclear power.

Reply ·

buffcouch 10 months ago

ever fake an injury in front of your dog/pet? theyve got some feelers yep

Reply ·

TheInvisibleTribe 10 months ago

define intelligence..is intelligence creating machines ? really? think about it..

Reply · in reply to jebes909090 (Show the comment)

auntyq 10 months ago

I am not sure how we could even say we are superior in intelligence ? Perhaps in some ways
. We can not navigate like a bird , bat or fish . We can't build like beavers or termites or smell
cancer etc, as the film points out . What is superior any way ? The whole concept is troubling
. Does being superior mean you win the right to destroy those that are not ? Is that really all
there is ?

Reply · 29 in reply to phurt89 (Show the comment)
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tomislav5689 10 months ago

You still don't get it... your perception of awesomeness, superiority, intelligence, life, is not
important from perspective of other living beings, and therefore you are not superior to
anybody, you just are, existing with all other creatures. We can admire our "intelligence", but
we can also admire and respect all other things and beings in our surrounding.

Reply · 4 in reply to jebes909090 (Show the comment)

Dookie foraday 10 months ago

Does this documentary have animal cruelty scenes? I want to know if U can watch it lol

Reply ·

Dookie foraday 10 months ago

I want to know if *I can watch it

Reply · in reply to Dookie foraday (Show the comment)

Ricardo Mittelstaedt 10 months ago

It does, but they are brief and censored, nothing compared to documentaries like Earthlings,
for example.

Reply · in reply to Dookie foraday (Show the comment)

buffcouch 10 months ago

ever fake an injury in front of your dog/pet? theyve got some feelers yep

Reply ·

TheInvisibleTribe 10 months ago

define intelligence..is intelligence creating machines ? really? think about it..

Reply · in reply to jebes909090 (Show the comment)

auntyq 10 months ago

I am not sure how we could even say we are superior in intelligence ? Perhaps in some ways
. We can not navigate like a bird , bat or fish . We can't build like beavers or termites or smell
cancer etc, as the film points out . What is superior any way ? The whole concept is troubling
. Does being superior mean you win the right to destroy those that are not ? Is that really all
there is ?

Reply · 29 in reply to phurt89 (Show the comment)

tomislav5689 10 months ago

You still don't get it... your perception of awesomeness, superiority, intelligence, life, is not
important from perspective of other living beings, and therefore you are not superior to
anybody, you just are, existing with all other creatures. We can admire our "intelligence", but
we can also admire and respect all other things and beings in our surrounding.

Reply · 4 in reply to jebes909090 (Show the comment)

Dookie foraday 10 months ago

Does this documentary have animal cruelty scenes? I want to know if U can watch it lol

Reply ·

Dookie foraday 10 months ago

I want to know if *I can watch it

Reply · in reply to Dookie foraday (Show the comment)

Laoch111 10 months ago

Emigrate to where?

Reply · in reply to UpToEleven11 (Show the comment)

Laoch111 10 months ago

Dalai Lama, when asked what surprised him most about humanity, he said: "Man. Because
he sacrifices his health in order to make money. Then he sacrifices money to recuperate his
health. And then he is so anxious about the future that he does not enjoy the present; the
result being that he does not live in the present or the future; he lives as if he is never going
to die, and then dies having never really lived."

Reply ·

liutasx 10 months ago

About buildings argument: you can't compare building height to animal height ratio, because
the higher building, the stronger material you need to invent to build these building. And also
this is uneven comparison because humans lives in Earth, only 2 million years, when termites
even 50 million.

Reply ·
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Laoch111 10 months ago

Humans are the only animal that actively destroys the very environment it needs to survive.
Animals on the other hand - live in perfect harmony with nature.

Reply ·

LPArabia 10 months ago

I love the sarcasm in this.

Reply ·

Slyvr18 10 months ago

Of course humans are superior. Humans are the most intelligent species on the planet and
that's the only real variable.  Sure humans have done some horrible things like nuclear
weapons, but that doesn't make us any less superior. Intelligence > anything else

Reply ·

UpToEleven11 10 months ago

Human's are superior in my opinion due to the fact that if there ever was a catastrophic event
that necessitated the emigration from the planet, I don't think cows would get mooving and
build spaceships.

Reply ·

MichaelPZeitgeist 10 months ago

For your argument to be true, you must assume that people are by nature EVIL.

And it is well known that people are born as blank cards in terms of character, values,
worldview, morality, and that we are shaped by environment and society.

I will even partially disprove my argument cause they made those studies on very young
babies and well over half of them shown signs of empathy, sense of fairness etc. Not a deal
braker that we are born "good" but definitely interesting.

Reply · in reply to szeredai akos (Show the comment)

vabyss78 10 months ago

Humans are the great cancer of this planet.

They inflict pain and death for amusement, for profit, for sheer malice. No other animal is so
vile.

I wonder why these people who take so much pride in their countries, human
accomplishments, etc...normally things that they personally had nothing to do with...when
there are so many more things we should be ashamed of.

I will be proud of the human race once we construct an equal, compassionate society for all
creatures. Not before.

Reply · in playlist Favorite videos

alessandrozerbone 10 months ago

That elephant in the beggining... HOLY BALLS That is actually than anything I have tried
drawing

Reply ·

Greggah 10 months ago

Call me back friends, when the tool-making crows travel to the moon xD

Reply ·

Greggah 10 months ago

You should have seen any other species that get the same opportunity. The only difference is
that they get whiped out by plagues :)

Reply · in reply to Chris Delcourt (Show the comment)

Makabea 10 months ago

i would love to have this video in german!!!

Reply ·

Rune Kjær Rasmussen 10 months ago

Vegetables are nutritionally rich. You get enough protein by eating them. This is knowledge.It
is also knowledge that meat is less healthy than living without. So meat is in other words an
unethichal, environmentally damaging, resource destroying and unhealthy and unnecessary
kind of food. So by eating meat you contribute to unnecessary suffering, unnecessary
resource destruction, environmental damage and your own bad health. These are facts.
Perhaps you should check your "sources".

Reply · in reply to yassermatrix (Show the comment)

minimalist34 10 months ago
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amazing, well thought film, thank you!

Reply ·

echafaud 10 months ago

sorry to the humanity hating narrator but that's what it means to be one

Reply ·

RANDYRodentFanClub 10 months ago

Actually, humans can't kill everything on Earth. All approx. 30,000 of humanity's nuclear
bombs ignited in one spot would only be a fraction as powerful as the 2004 earthquake that
caused the tsunami. BTW, plants are thriving near Chernobyl. It's humans and other large
mammals who would be screwed.

Humans cannot photosynthesize, so we would have zero food source if there were no plants
or algae. Our oxygen would also deplete so rapidly we would probably die of suffocation first.

Reply ·

mzoltan14 10 months ago

well, Humans technologically are able to kill everything on earth, and create artifical recicling
machinery and can eat sand or inorganic material with the usi of that and some energy
source like the sun. Humans dont need other animals.

Reply ·

mzoltan14 10 months ago

well, about intelligance: they always calim that humans intelligance is superiror to other
animals, its ususally try but only a few percent is repsonsible for the cutting edge technology.

Reply ·

szeredai akos 10 months ago

if we are not superior then one may argue that it's completely OK to extinguish any of the
lifeforms that are unbeneficial to us and elevate those who are. it is completely rational.
without superiority we DO NOT CARY ANY RESPONSIBILITY towards other creatures.

varied skills not specialization makes a great creature. and we are varied enough to
empathize with others. otherwise ... KILL EM ALL. therefore your arguments are invalid.

Reply ·

mzoltan14 10 months ago

what is that insect ast 13:34 ? it might have quite valuable molecular systems :]

Reply ·

kolokilop 10 months ago

Yes but all the arguments about if we are superior or not are just based on opinions. Their is
nothing that makes animals better than us or otherwise. We just live our lifes. I even wonder
if it makes any difference to be a rock or a living thing. To the universe it doesn't matter if a
planet has life or not.

Reply · in reply to john riley (Show the comment)

kolokilop 10 months ago

Yes but all the arguments about if we are superior or not are just based on opinions. Their is
nothing that makes animals better than us or otherwise. We just live our lifes. I even wonder
if it makes any difference to be a rock or a living thing. To the universe it doesn't matter if a
planet has life or not.

Reply · in reply to phurt89 (Show the comment)

emersoul 10 months ago

Esta película es obligatoria para todos aquellos que piensan que el ser humano es superior a
otras formas de vida. Feministas que luchan por que no exista un lenguaje sexista y ellas
incurren violando los de los animales con sus metáforas en contra de los animales
¡ridiculizándolos!

Reply ·

pukulu 10 months ago

1 of the qualities that humans have that is not possessed by other animals is the ability to
substantially manipulate their environment, often in ways that are destructive and ecologically
unsustainable. Whether humans are "superior" by some criteria or not, we have a
responsibility to ourselves and to the biosphere to reign in our destructiveness before we
cause the extinction of 1000s of species including our own. Authors like Martin Rees, Lester
R Brown, Derrick Jensen concur.

Reply ·

Voimajorma 10 months ago
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We're far from the only animals to do it though. There are several ant species for instance
who also remarcably change their surroundings. We just do it on a much larger scale
because our societies are huge. The size is also the main reason why our way of life isn't
sustainable.

Reply · in reply to pukulu (Show the comment)

druett20 10 months ago

A lot of humans believe they are superior because of the possessions we hold, our cars,
homes, clothes even our flat screen TV perhaps but where do all/most of these things come
from....Oil, Which all in all was a disaster for humankind if we hadn't discovered it we would
build our families based on what the planet can sustain rather than how much money we
have the human population would barely have surpassed 1 billion by now. If you want to do
one thing for the planet.... don't have children.

Reply ·

lilisigel 10 months ago

Also the non - human species have a great sense of freedom, for them freedom is the most
important thing. Human species sold its freedom for illusions and this should say a lot about
its so called '' superiority '', but hey, we have a lot of programs, institutions and systems who
decide our future, telling us what to do and think, very superior indeed :-(. Thank you for
uploading and sharing with me this real and excellent documentary.

Reply ·

lilisigel 10 months ago

There is not such thing like human superiority,the road human species chose from the
beginning of times is the road of obedience and slavery to a destructive system,becoming
more and more artificial,degenerated and corrupt completely dependent of the same system
who lately created the so called ''civilized society'' where slavery,exploitation,cruelty,k-
illing,abuse,torture are seen like normal and justified,it can't be compared with non-human
species' genuine honest and harmonious way of living.

Reply ·

Maddiehouse 10 months ago

My friend has that elephant painting in here room. I do not believe in human superiority. I
have a friend who was like, "Humans are obviously superior. I mean, I don't agree with
animal cruelty but they taste good." I did not want to start an argument because I can never
win against this people. This is the same person who say that atheists are annoying because
they think they know everything.

Reply ·

mrdesign99 10 months ago

to be human is to have bacteria in the body.....beneficial in the digestive system for nutrition
absorbsion in the intestines...if not we perish...does this make our selves not a species, yet a
floriculture or organisms combined in a manner to make a host body....

Reply ·

44prot 10 months ago

It is totally illogical for humans to attempt to rate intelligence of another animal by human
standards of intelligence! This has always just baffled the crap out of me and in my opinion
shows the LACK of intelligence itself

Reply · 2 

phurt89 11 months ago

I think the main goal of life is to survive and keep the species alive, many other species are a
lot more capable of this than us despite our being superior in intelligence, which doesn't
makes us a superior life form.

Reply · 26 in reply to jebes909090 (Show the comment)

quanch 11 months ago

Superior is an opinion. Green is the best color - prove me wrong.

You made the assumption that intelligence = superior. It does not. Cyanobacteria are very
unintelligent and are much more successful at survival. Watch the part about intelligence
about 10 more times, especially the Stephen Hawking quote.

Reply · in reply to jebes909090 (Show the comment)

jebes909090 11 months ago

Why do we always have to be ashamed of being awesome. Seriously. Yes we aren't perfect
but we are superior to all life on earth. All the examples animal 'intelligence' are on par with
the general intelligence of a human 4 year old.

Pro tip: you are watching this on a computer on the internet.....

Reply ·
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Fulmarmusic 11 months ago

Shit, if ducks want nukes, who are we to stand in their way?

Reply ·

silverface125 11 months ago

humans are better cause we have self progression no other life form has that. plus hes
compering loads of animals that are specialized in one filed while we are specialized in all of
them.

Reply ·

Lance Watt 11 months ago

If we consider ourselves superior on the basis of our intellect, then logic would entail that a
superior alien intellect would have the moral right to enslave us.

I don't think aliens would ever do this however, since their superior intellect even from our
own would demand a more critical outlook.

If they did have the outlook of humans in its current form, they would have wiped themselves
out.

Reply ·

ArnoldVinette 11 months ago

Is man the superior animal on Earth? Up until 5 months ago I would have said no. However
this attitude has now changed. Man is superior to all other animals in that his brain is large
enough and complex enough to host an energy light being from the Spirit Realm. Don't laugh.
Two great books on the subject have been written by Michael Newton who has 50 years of
research into learning what a human being really is. Journey of Souls & Destiny of Souls by
Michael Newton. Google search with PDF.

Reply ·

Tony Anza 11 months ago

die

Reply · in reply to Barbaste (Show the comment)

TheBrinybaby 11 months ago

what he says about nucler fallout isnt true ,plants and animals will still be arond provided
there isnt an iceage then there would be a new forms of life ,shinbal is a perfect exaple that
fallout dosnt effect life to much exept for things that live long enough to feel the effects
shinobal is thriving even though the fallout is really high

Reply ·

RANDYRodentFanClub 11 months ago

14:17 - It says we can't wipe out all life, just a large amount. Nukes would probly only leave
people with radioactive food and water.

I hope I never get to see.

Reply · in reply to TheBrinybaby (Show the comment)

Badshahkhanisb 11 months ago

Awesome and and true ! i want to pay tribute to the maker and of this wonderful and
informative video!

Reply ·

Lance Watt 11 months ago

The song 'Friday'.

Case closed.

Reply ·

wafeman17 11 months ago

"are dogs balls the real answer to whether or not other lifeforms can think and feel?" - best
line ever.

Reply · 4 

mischa12 11 months ago

This documentary should be mandatory in every single school across every country!!!

Reply ·

RANDYRodentFanClub 11 months ago

It actually is mandatory course material in some Universities already.

High schools are even starting to jump on it.

Reply · in reply to mischa12 (Show the comment)
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Show moreShow more

yassermatrix 11 months ago

Amazing

Reply ·

Barbaste 11 months ago

First misinformation: food. Without current production, people will starve, even with best
planning & technology. Vegetables are nutritionally poor (esp. low on proteins). Second:
Jesus. Matthew 10:34, “Think not that I have come to send peace on earth. I came not to
send peace, but a sword.” The rest is worse, believe me. If you want to quote Jesus I guess
the only source is the Bible, so read it. 

Reply ·

Barbaste 11 months ago

First problem with this movie's argument: food. Without the current rate of production, people
will starve and die, even with the best planning & technology. Any animal expert will tell you
that vegetables are nutritionally poor (that's why herbivors have up to 5 or so stomachs and
need to eat all the time).

Reply ·

ouanda 11 months ago

great video indeed. thank you for sharing!

Reply ·

hexfix93 11 months ago

Great Video. :)

Reply ·

seraph101 11 months ago

Fantastic!!!

Reply ·

1221solstice2012 11 months ago

Great documentary, especially for the uninitiated who've only so far listened to so-called
experts with vested interests in the animal using industries. The very real sensitivity of
non-humans, their joys, their suffering, their thinking, their high moral value, are not
questioned by any human being who thinks independently, with a healthy mind and spirit.
The need to be called "superior" automatically makes us inferior. Time for some human
humility and serious changes in how we view the world.

Reply · 9 in playlist Favorite videos

lilolme39 11 months ago

Very good! In addition, it was really interesting, to me, about the language of prairie dogs. I
have never heard about that before.

Reply ·

lightningwolf11 11 months ago

Awesome documentary!

More people need to see this.

:)

Reply · 6 

gyrate4 11 months ago

Thank you! 

Reply ·

linzee4584 11 months ago

Great documentary, sharing.

Reply · 5 

Chris Delcourt 11 months ago

This should be compulsory viewing,thank you for expressing so well what i've been feeling
for a long time.Man is far from superior.Our non human animal friends are in complete
osmosis with this beautiful Eco system,it's man who is the parasite,destroying everything he
touches,by his greed and selfishness.
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